Room Types for Housing Selection Process
Standard Doubles & Standard Doubles with Bathroom
Standard doubles are set up for 2 students and are located in Healy, Lehy, and Wheeler Halls. Standard
doubles with bathroom are primarily located in Loyola Hall and a few may be available in Alumni and Carlin
Halls as well. Rooms are set aside for incoming first year students in Brooks-Mulledy, Clark, and Hanselman
Halls that are not available for selection during HSP.

Standard Triples and Quads
Standard triple and quad rooms are permanently set up to accommodate 3 or 4 students in a one room living
space. There are a small number of these rooms in Healy and Loyola. All standard rooms in Loyola include a
private bathroom.

Full Suites
A full suite has a private bathroom and common area. The full suites are located in Alumni and Carlin. There
are mostly 6-person suites, a few 4-person suites, and very few 2-person suites. There is a limited number of
each and are subject to change.

Modified Suites
A modified suite has a common area, but does not have a private bathroom. Students assigned to these rooms
utilize common floor bathrooms. These rooms are located in Alumni and Carlin on floors 2-4. The number and
placement of these rooms is subject to change. Most modified suites accommodate 4 students, though there
may be a few available which would accommodate only 3 students.

Adjoining Rooms with Bathroom
Loyola Hall has several units that are comprised of two-person or one-person bedrooms with a connecting
bathroom. There are 3-person units, 4-person units, and 6-person units. There are only a small number of
each.

Apartments
These rooms are located in Figge and Williams Halls and are typically only available for seniors to select. Each
apartment is a 4-person unit with a living room, dining area, kitchen, 2 double bedrooms, and a bathroom. The
apartments available to female and male seniors will be proportional to the number of seniors that participate in
room selection and are subject to change from year to year.

Substance-Free
Substance Free preferences must be indicated in The Housing Director - Self-Service when you complete the
housing agreement and respond to the personal information questions. There are no designated SubstanceFree spaces/areas on campus, substance-free students may live anywhere they choose. If a substancefree student does not participate in room selection, Residence Life & Housing will attempt to assign those
students with other substance-free residents when possible. Please note that after the first-year most students
do not respond to the substance-free question, which may make matching students on that criteria more
difficult in the future.
Room Type Cost Information

https://www.holycross.edu/bursars-office/tuition-fees

